
ART 321-003 Ceramics  

Spring 2016 

Western Kentucky University 

 

Location:  FAC Room 151 

Time/Day:  3:30-6:10 PM Tuesday Thursday 

Instructor:  Greg Strange  

Email:  greg.strange@wku.edu  

Phone:  270-225-8824  Ceramic Studio Phone: 270-745-5886 

 

Office Hours: By appointment in FAC 153 

 

Course Description: 

Ceramics 321: This class is a continuation of 220 with a more in depth study of the exploration 

of clay and glazes. Hand building and wheelwork will be explored. Elements of 

form will be covered as well as terminations. Pigments and resist, lids, handles, 

spouts and pots for eating, drinking, cooking and serving will be reviewed. 

Grading Policy: 

Projects are 70% of your grade. You may redo any project that you wish. If the quality of the project 

improves then you will be awarded a higher grade. See attached rubric. The final exam will be 10% of the 

final grade and will be over your vocabulary words. Participation in class and working outside of class 

hours is the remaining 20% of your grade. 

Late assignments will earn a maximum grade of a “C” for the project grade. Each class assignment 

will be given a completion date at the time of the demo and will vary with each project. 

 

3 or more missed classes = a docking of half a letter grade for each additional absence. 

Three tardies or leaving class early equal an absence.   

Materials: 

You may use any cone 10 clay but make sure it is a cone 10 clay, as we will fire the glaze kilns to over 

2300 degrees F. If you use a low fire clay cone 06 will melt into a puddle of glaze. You might want to 

bring a towel or apron to keep yourself cleaner. A fork, pencil, pin tool, spoon, and sponge are very useful 

tools. There are many more tools you will find helpful depending on the various construction methods 

you might use.  A sketch book will be required for this class.  

All these materials will be discussed on the first day of class. Do not purchase before the first class 

period.  You may have many of these items at home and it will save you time and money on the supplies. 

 

 

 



Disability Services: 

“In compliance with University policy, students with disabilities who require academic and/or auxiliary 

accommodations for this course must contact the Student Accessibility Resource Center located in 

Downing Student Union, 1074. The phone number is 270-745-5004 [270-745-5121 V/TDD] or email at 

sarc@wku.edu. Please do not request accommodations directly from the professor or instructor without a 

letter of accommodation (LOA) from The Student Accessibility Resource Center.” 

 

OPEN LAB TIMES 

The ceramic studio is open daily from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM. If you wish to work after hours, you may 

obtain an “After Hours Pass” from the Art Department Office. This pass must be with you for all after 

hour time in the studio. Security will check the facility and if you don’t have the pass, you will be asked 

to leave or may even be detained by security. This will be further discussed in class so you understand 

your responsibility for this pass and how to use it correctly.  

 

Topics to be discussed for Course 321: 

Jan 24, 26  Review syllabus, organize class, demo slab wrap and wheel construction 

Jan 31, Feb 2  Demo slab wrap and wheel construction using texture embellishments 

Feb 7, 9 Demo throwing, mugs and saucers, and pulling handles, set of 6 a like shapes 

and color 

Feb 14, 16  Demo glazing with short critique on slab wrap and wheel 

Feb 21, 23  Demo bowl set, 8 bowls that work together. Demo trimmed foot. 

Feb 28, Mar 2  Demo lidded vessel, set of 2. Final critique on mugs 

Mar 7, 9  Demo teapot. Final critique slab wrap 

*Mar 14, 16 Spring Break – No Classes  

(Please note that studio may be closed during this time.) 

Mar 21, 23  Demo thrown bottle 

Mar 28, 30  Short critique on teapot 

Apr 4, 6  Demo slab construction. Final critique on bowls 

Apr 11, 13  Demo slab construction. Short critique on slab pieces 

Apr 18, 20  Your own design. Final critique on lidded vessel  

Apr 25, 27 Personal time: Complete all open projects. 

May 2, 4  Glaze all remaining work on the 1st and Final Review 

May 9   Final Exam. This class will have its final on the 9th at 3:45pm-5:45pm  

mailto:sarc@wku.edu


Disclaimer: The schedule above may change due to unforeseen circumstances or by mutual 

agreement between the instructor and students. 

Extra Credit: Each student will be able to earn extra credit by discussing a special project with the 

instructor. The project must be approved by the instructor with the completion date of the project 

no later than the 26th of April. 

Once the project has been approved, the student will write an artist statement on their intent for 

the project. 

Ceramic Grading Rubric 

A= EXCELLENT 

High quality, inventive, imaginative, decisive, confident, sensitive, and experimental. The viewer is 

engaged by the work and the idea. Technical aspects are strong to excellent, and the work show 

feeling/interaction. The work takes risks (and basically succeeds); it shows development beyond 

technical concerns. 

B=STRONG 

Work is generally strong, although there may be inconsistencies in overall quality. Work shows 

evidence of thinking, It conveys a sense that it is about something, it is fairly confident. It may have 

some evocative qualities. Composition is generally strong. There is successful engagement with most 

aspects of technique and materials. 

C=GOOD QUALITY 

Work has some sense of purpose/direction, but this is not as well handled or resolved as it is in work 

that received and A or B. In general, the work demonstrated some degree of success. Some technical 

aspects are handled well or some ideas are handled well, but the two don’t always mesh and work 

together. A sense of technical competence is emerging. 

D=MODERATE QUALITY 

Work may show a sense of real effort, but problems are not successfully resolved. Work may be more 

accomplished technically than it is conceptually. If the work addresses ideas, the technical skills 

needed to resolve them may not be evident. Technique may be erratic, with little or no sense of 

challenge. The work may be more ambitious than “F” without necessarily being more successful. 

F=WEEK TO POOR QUALITY 

Technical aspects are weak to poor. Solution to problem tends to be simplistic. There is little or no 

evidence of thinking. Work shows a lack of awareness of tools/media. Solutions tend to be trite. 

Composition is poor, or doesn’t appear to have been considered. Work appears awkward. 

 

Special Note: At the end of the semester all work must be picked up NO later than (1) one week after the 

semester is complete. If unclaimed work is not picked by that time frame. All items will be discarded. NO 

EXCEPTION. 

 

 


